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Awesome 80' s music video collection vol 10

Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! YouTube Music Videos are fun to watch for many reasons, but if you ask us, we like to watch them for design inspiration. Below, House Beautiful rounds up a list of music videos that contain some of the best homes we've ever seen.
Whether you're into castles, houses, or châteaux, our list has something for everyone, including homes that have acted as backdrops to the likes of Taylor Swift, Drake, the Jonas Brothers, and Lana Del Rey. As they say, there is no place like home–and we really wish that three clicks of sparkly, red
shoes were the only thing keeping us from being transported to these music video homes right now. Ad - Continue reading under Taylor Swift, Blank Space There's a reason why Taylor Swift's music video for Blank Space has more than 2.5 billion views - its visuals are wonderfully over the top and lavish
in a way that totally suits Swift's captivating lyrics. This award-winning music video was shot mainly at Oheka Castle, the second largest house in the U.S., built for financier and philanthropist Otto Hermann Kahn, a 1919 Gold Coast estate designed by Delano &amp; Aldrich with gardens from the Olmsted
brothers (sons of Frederick Law Olmsted of Central Park fame). Oheka is now a wedding and event venue (and hotel) where celebrities like Kevin Jonas (who is also on this list) have married. If we ever have a chance to visit Oheka, we promise not to throw decor into the fireplace, stab perfectly painted
portraits into ruins, and have a messy, mascara-destroying meltdown in front of a marble ledge. Check out Drake's video, Toosie Slide Drake's very own Toronto mansion took center stage in his video for Toosie Slide, and now we know why he keeps singing just to hold on, we're going home in one of his
other hit songs - we'd rush home too if ours looked like this. If you're still looking for Drake-related design inspiration after watching this video, he and his mansion are also featured on the cover of the May 2020 issue of AD. If you need me, I'll be in my feelings that I wish it was my house. WATCH THE
VIDEO Jonas Brothers, Sucker If you're making a surprise comeback years after the breakup of your successful band of brothers and not sure where to shoot your first music video, a 75,000 square foot mansion that is more than 400 years old should do the trick. Sucker's music video begins with an
inaugural shot of the extraordinary exterior of Hatfield House, a Jacobean estate just outside London. We think it's safe to say that this house is the main attraction of this Jonas Brothers music video. We too would like a parade around a historic English country house in a tulle ball gown with a packet of
corgis, à la Queen Elizabeth II.WATCH VIDEO Bazzi, I May have heard Bazzi's song I in various Tik Tok videos in recent months, given that it's gone viral for two years be released, but we'd much rather watch the accompanying music video for its very certifying French-inspired furniture (and the elegant
poodles that sit on said furniture), baroque mirrors, and detailed molding. As for the exterior of this home, it boasts timeless features such as Corinthian columns, arched windows, and a Mediterranean-style roof composed of clay tiles. In the words of bazzi himself, * I think I lost my mind * ... above this
house and its eye-catching design. Watch the video of Iggy Azalea, the Started Los Angeles mansion featured in Iggy Azalea's Started quite a feat of architecture and interior design, with its wrought-iron entrance and matching railings, intricate white crown molding, and Damascus wallpaper. Not to
mention this *fancy* home comes with dreamy views of the lush landscapes that California is known for. And as Iggy Azalea herself sings in this song, her house is so big, [she's] sittin' on acres and acres, [she] has never seen [her] neighbors. I wish we could relate to this text, but we will just have to live
mediated through this video for now. WATCH THE VIDEO Lana Del Rey, Born to Die Château de Fontainebleau, located in France, is arguably the most spectacular home on this list due to its cathedral-esque grandeur, and Lana Del Rey's inclusion of live tigers, her signature floral crown, and ornate
throne-like chair really match her vision. This important work of Renaissance architecture (a UNESCO World Heritage Site) was home to many French monarchs, including Napoleon III, the nephew of Napoleon Bonaparte. There's one thing we know for sure – we won't have any *summer sadness* unless
it's château it's in our eyes. WATCH VIDEO This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this site to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Advertising – Continue reading below If you are



looking for any inspiration, check out this crazy webcam collaboration video. It's absolutely worth watching all the way through. After the first 50 seconds it will become much more interesting.via Gizmodo Instagram Stories allows you to add your favorite tunes to a video or photo directly in the app, but you
can also use third-party apps to add music to stories and feed posts. We found a few that did their job. From Drake to Billie Eilish, you can now turn your Instagram account into your personal soundtrack. Here's how. Note: Most of these apps only allow you to use audio or music files stored on your
device. So if you only use streaming apps, consider finding a few music files first. How to add music to stories and feed videos Adding a great tune to your stories is pretty easy. Just upload the video in the and then tap the icon at the top of the screen that looks like a smiley inside a square. From there,
tap Music Music and select a song from the list. The lyrics appear on the screen and you can choose which part of the song is playing, the font, and the color of the lyrics. If you don't want lyrics, you can also view album art. Unfortunately, you can't add music to feed videos unless you create music using
Stories, mix it, and then upload the video to your feed. However, there are several third-party apps that can help you. Here are a few. Lomotif Lomotif is similar to Instagram story features - the interface is similar, and adding music to clips is painless. It even has a Boomerang-like feature called Scratch
Editor. Once you've added music, you can upload and share your video on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter. The app also lets you quickly add music to text, filters, and emoji. You can search for millions of songs and thousands of artists, too, or browse through a variety of unique themes. iTunes Google
Play Videoshop Apt-titled Videoshop brings a lot of tricks to the table. You can switch videos horizontally, combine multiple clips into one, crop videos, add animated transitions, and make videos with stop-motion. You can also make copies of videos and edit each clip individually. The app also includes
dozens of filters and text overlays that allow for enough customization. iTunes Google Play Vigo Video Vigo Video, formally Flipgram, is a full-fledged video editor that differs in that it is more than just an app – it's also a creative community. Find inspirational content from other creators in the app and
share your own videos to inspire others. Even if you'd rather not communicate within your social space, Vigo Video still lets you share with Instagram and other social media sites. There's also a built-in music library that makes it easy to access your favorite songs. You can also combine multiple video
clips to add photos, text overlays, and more. iTunes Google Play Quik from GoPro GoPro revolutionized the world of action video, and now the company is trying to do the same for the world of mobile video editing. Quik automatically creates stories using pictures and videos — those that were shot with
your phone, as well as a GoPro camera, if you have them. It also adds filters, music, and one of several unique video edits, such as stop motion or slice, the other of which halves the screen and plays the video on one side. The application also allows you to change any of the features of the video, which
gives you full control over the appearance of the video. You can also choose music from your own library or from an extensive collection of app songs. You can select or deselect the pictures and clips you want to include and choose which effects you want to apply. So, if you just want to add some tunes
to a quick video of you cooking food, you can do it. Or, if you want to create a full collage of your recordings and photos from a recent ski trip, one with filters and effects, you can do it too. iTunes Google Play TikTok TikTok is not just an application; it's a global video community powered by music. With
TikTok, you can watch short videos and create your own by captures those funny and memorable moments you want to share with the world. You can even spice up your videos with emoji stickers and face filters, or add audio support with a wide range of music clips and app sounds. Best of all, the
included playlists allow you to pull out of every genre - including pop, rock, rap, electronic, R&amp;B, and country - so you're sure to find something that suits your current mood. iTunes Google Play Further Reading Editors' Recommendations Recommendations
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